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plied. The parabolic curve a is drawn from the point of application of P. The end of the member is supported by the auxiliary curve c. The curve b drawn from the end gives an excess of material. The curves a and c may be replaced by a single continuous curve as'in C, or a tangent may be drawn to a at its middle point as in B, and this straight line used for the outline, the excess of material being slight in both cases. Most of the machine members of this kind, however, are subjected also to other stresses. Thus the ''housings" of planers have to resist torsion and side flexure. They arc very often supported by two members of parabolic outline; and to insure the resistance of the torsion and side flexure, these two members are connected at their parabolic edges by a web of metal that really converts them into a box form. Machine members of this kind may also be supported by a brace, as in D. The brace is a compression member and maybe stiffened against buckling by a "web" as shown, or by an auxiliary brace.
61. Other Considerations Governing Form.—One consideration governing the form of machine parts has been touched upon in the preceding sections. It may be well to state it here as a general principle: Other considerations being equal the form of a member should be that which can be most cheaply produced both as regards economy of material and labor.
Another element enters into the form of cast members. Castings, unless of the most simple form, are almost invariably subjected to indeterminate shrinkage stresses. Some of these are undoubtedly due to faulty work on the part of the molder, others are induced by the very form which is given the piece by the designer. They cannot be eliminated entirely, but the danger can be minimized by paying attention to these general laws:
(a) Avoid all sharp comers and re-entrant angles.
(6) All parts of all cross-sections of the member should be as nearly of the same thickness as possible.

